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DELL AB257620 memory module 32 GB DDR4 3200 MHz

Brand : DELL Product code: AB257620

Product name : AB257620

- Dell memory upgrades are similar parts we use in original Dell systems. They will work properly right
from the start and we guarantee that they are compatible
- Dell memory is built with industry-leading quality materials in OEM standard
- With Dell's high quality standards, only products in the first grade are accepted, and they are only
available from Dell
32GB, DDR4, RDIMM, 3200 MHz

DELL AB257620 memory module 32 GB DDR4 3200 MHz:

Random Access Memory (RAM) is a type of hardware that your computer uses to store information.
Adding memory space is one of the most cost-effective ways to improve your computer's performance.

The memory currently available may have a different speed than the system's original memory, but has
been tested to work with the computer. If memories are mixed, the memory runs at the lowest
frequency that any of them have, or the highest frequency that the computer can handle.
DELL AB257620. Internal memory: 32 GB, Internal memory type: DDR4, Memory clock speed: 3200 MHz

Features

Buffered memory type Registered (buffered)
Internal memory * 32 GB

Features

Internal memory type * DDR4
Memory clock speed * 3200 MHz
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